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Earthquake Supercycles Inferred from Sea-Level Changes Recorded in the Corals of West Sumatra
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Records of relative sea-level change extracted from corals of the Mentawai islands, Sumatra, imply that this 700-kilometer-long section of the Sunda megathrust has generated broadly similar sequences of great earthquakes about every two centuries for at least the past 700 years. The moment magnitude 8.4 earthquake of September 2007 represents the first in a series of large partial failures of the Mentawai section that will probably be completed within the next several decades.

Large sections of the great arcuate fault beneath the eastern flank of the Indian Ocean have failed progressively over the past 8 years in an extraordinary sequence of big earthquakes (Fig. 1) (1–4). The largest of these failures of the Sunda megathrust, in 2004, caused the most devastating tsunami the world has seen in many generations. One question of great humanitarian and scientific importance is which remaining unruptured sections of the megathrust will fail next.
Until late 2007, the largest remaining unbroken Sumatran section had been the 700-km-long Mentawai patch, dormant since two great earthquakes in 1797 and 1833 (5). Modeling of coral and instrumental geodetic data had shown most of the patch to have been highly coupled throughout at least the past half-century (6, 7). That is, overlying and underlying blocks have been locked together, and strains continue to accumulate. These observations had led to concerns that the remainder of the Mentawai patch might rupture soon (8–11). In September 2007, rapid-fire failure of portions of the Mentawai patch produced a moment magnitude ($M_w$) 8.4 earthquake and several large aftershocks (12), which served to further elevate anxiety.

This paper shows that the history of the Mentawai section through the past few hundred years implies that the next large failure is likely to occur within the next few decades. We have extracted that history of strain accumulation and relief from corals on the fringing coral reefs directly above locked parts of the Sumatran megathrust.

Corals, growing just below the intertidal zone, record in their upper surfaces a history of local sea level (5, 7, 13–15). Annual lowest tidal levels limit the highest levels to which the coral colonies can grow (3), termed the highest level of survival (HLS) (13). Flat-topped pancake-like heads record sea-level stability. Heads with HLS surfaces that rise toward colony perimeters reflect rising sea levels during their decades of growth. This morphology inspired the name “microatolls” (16), diminutive analogs of Darwin’s slowly drowning tropical islands that are ornamented with an outer band of living coral reef (17). Changes in sea level recorded in microatoll HLS history reflect the lowering and raising of the islands in the course of elastic strain accumulation and relief. U-Th disequilibrium dating of coral can yield errors for uplift during earthquakes of just a few years (18–20).

Three paleoseismic sites, spanning 110 km of the Mentawai patch in the source region of the September 2007 earthquakes (Fig. 1 and fig. S1), show that major episodes of emergence (21) have occurred four times in the past 700 years.

At Bulasat, the first of the four emergences occurred in 1347 ± 18, the date of death of microatolls living at this and the Saomang site, a few kilometers to the south (Fig. 2A) [supporting online material (SOM), including figs. S1 to S7]. Undisturbed microatolls of this vintage rest at an elevation about 110 to 120 cm above our arbitrary
The next emergence event occurred in 1607 ± 4, after decades of rapid submergence. Direct evidence for emergence in 1797 is not preserved in the corals at the Bulasat site. However, two microatolls at nearby Saomang (SOM, including figs. S8 to S10) document relative sea-level rise of about 9 mm/year through part of the 17th and 18th centuries. These time series constrain the magnitude of uplifts in 1797 and 1833. Also, a microatoll at Saomang that died in 1833 yields a record for the early 19th century. This series’ lack of colinearity with the records from the early 1700s reveals at least one emergence between about 1730 and 1810 (Fig. 2A). The most plausible date is 1797, the date of a historical large earthquake that is also clear in paleoseismic records at nearby sites (5). Extrapolation of these records implies emergence of about 1 m in 1797.

A living microatoll and continuous global positioning system (GPS) station at Bulasat yield comparable modern subsidence rates of ~13 and 15 mm/year. The GPS station recorded uplift of 73 cm during the September 2007 $M_w$ 8.4 and 7.9 earthquakes (table S1B).

The Bulasat time series (Fig. 2A) resembles a saw blade. The tip of each sawtooth is the date of an emergence that presumably relates to a large earthquake, as in 2007. The back of each tooth is a ramp that slopes down to the date of the previous earthquake. For the most part, the microatolls document the sloping part of the tooth for only a few decades before the earthquakes. The lack of data immediately after large earthquakes is a consequence of coseismic elevation of the entire reef flat above low tide levels if emergence is greater than about 1 m (22). At an interseismic submergence rate of 10 mm/year, one century is needed to bring each vertical meter of the reef flat back below low tide levels and able once again to support coral growth. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that the 3.2-m emergence of Bulasat in the mid- to late 1300s could have occurred in more than one closely timed event.

To estimate the magnitude of the pre-instrumental emergences, we extrapolate the interseismic subsidence rates back to the dates of the events (dotted sloping lines in Fig. 2A). Coseismic emergences are probably larger than the values given by linear extrapolation, because transient postseismic vertical deformation is commonly
opposite in sign to the coseismic signal (23). However, this correction would probably be small; subsidence at GPS stations that rose 1.7 to 3 m during the great Nias-Simeulue megathrust earthquake of 2005 has been only about 1% of the uplift value. And during the 6 months after the 73 cm of uplift in September 2007, only 2 cm of subsidence occurred at Bulasat.

The Simanganya site is about 60 km northwest of Bulasat, on the northeastern coast of North Pagai island (Fig. 1) (SOM, including figs. S11 to S24). The records at Simanganya and Bulasat are strikingly similar but not identical (Fig. 2).

The oldest large field of microatolls at Simanganya died late in the 14th century (Fig. 2B). The weighted mean date of death of five colonies is 1381 ± 9. This emergence appears to have occurred about one to six decades later than emergence at Bulasat.

The record of events around 1600 is complicated. Discordant elevations of 16th-century microatolls hint at significantly variable settling due to seismic shaking at the site. Thus, we use the elevation of the highest microatoll to infer sea level at the time of the first emergence, 1560 ± 3. Two microatolls constrain the magnitude of emergence to ~20 cm. The longest-lived microatoll records a large emergence in 1613 ± 29, preceded by two small emergences of ~10 and >10 cm about 5 and 25 years earlier. Thus, Simanganya experienced three small emergences in the decades before the big event of about 1613.

One of the Simanganya microatolls records emergences that we associate with the 1797 and 1833 earthquakes (5). Its internal stratigraphy implies that emergence was about 10 cm in 1797. A modern specimen yields a record of submergence for the latter half of the 20th century. Linear extrapolation of this record back in time yields ~1.7 m of emergence in 1833. During the seismic episode of September 2007, vertical deformation at Simanganya was nil (table S1A).

At Sikici, on the northeast coast of Sipora island, large emergences occurred in the late 14th century, late in the 16th century, late in the 17th century, and in 1833 and 2007 (Fig. 2C) (SOM, including figs. S25 to S41).

Evidence for emergence in ~1374 appears in three microatolls that represent a large
population. Although we chose these three colonies because of their relatively high degree of preservation and their nearly flat, untilted upper surfaces, the tops of these microatolls vary by tens of centimeters in elevation. This implies that their substrate compacted to different degrees (fig. S4 and arrows in Fig. 2C). Compaction probably occurred during the seismic shaking associated with emergence, because younger microatolls do not display large elevation differences within their populations. The differing elevations of the 14th-century microatolls mean that we can say only that the original elevation of the population relative to modern sea level was at least as high as the highest colony.

Eight sampled Sikici microatolls record events of the 16th and 17th centuries. The best-preserved and dated records show slow sea-level rise from ~1480 to 1590, ~20 cm of emergence in 1596 ± 13, and a subsequent 80 years of sea-level stability, followed by another large emergence in 1675 ± 13. The living outer perimeters of four of the colonies were too thin to survive the 20-cm emergence of ~1596. The best-preserved of these four also show a small (6 cm) emergence 12 to 15 years before death. Such a small emergence could be tectonic, but an oceanographic cause is also plausible.

The 1797 and 1833 events appear in one sample (5). A 10-cm emergence 36 years before death appears to represent emergence in 1797. Extrapolation of a 4.4 mm/year rate of submergence from a modern microatoll (7) implies about 1.1 m of emergence in 1833. Within error, the magnitude of uplift (1 ± 6 cm) in September 2007 is nil (table S1A).

A few other localities also yielded useful, though shorter and less complete, records. Those that help constrain the 1797 and 1833 events are described in (5). Six others assist in piecing together the record before 1797 (SOM, including fig. S1).

The broadly similar sea-level histories of Bulasat, Simanganya, and Sikici imply similar histories of strain accumulation and relief on the underlying megathrust. Throughout the past seven centuries, all three sites have experienced interseismic submergence punctuated by correlated episodes of rapid emergence that are complex in both space and time.

The first emergence episode comprised two events, which occurred first at Bulasat
and a decade or so later at the other two sites (Figs. 2 and 3A). The next episode began in ~1560 with a small emergence at Simanganya (Fig. 2B). In about 1600, all three sites rose suddenly (Figs. 2 and 3B). The largest emergence at Sikici was much later, ~1680. Emergence also occurred at about this time at Silabu, Siantanusa, and Taitanopo but could not have been more than about 10 cm at Saomang. Simanganya may also have risen in ~1680, but the reef there might have still been too far out of the water to allow corals to be growing on the reef flat. Two microatolls (figs S42 and S43) suggest that this event extended as far north as Masokut and Tabekat.

Zones of emergence associated with both the great 1797 and 1833 earthquakes span all three major sites (Figs. 2 and 3C), but emergence in 1797 is much less than in 1833. Uplift in 2007 was 73 cm at Bulasat but nil at the other two sites.

Because each of the three past episodes of emergence consists of two or more discrete events, we refer to the broad periods of strain accumulation and relief as supercycles rather than merely cycles (Fig. 2). The corals record only the last few decades of supercycle 1 and only the strain-accumulation phase and initial part of the strain-relief phase of supercycle 4, but they capture all of supercycles 2 and 3.

At each site, emergence over each super-cycle varies by no more than 40% (about 1 to 1.2 m at Sikici, 1.2 to 1.8 m at Simanganya, and 1.5 to 3.6 m at Bulasat). Sites with high emergence values are also sites with high rates of interseismic submergence. The largest events at each site are the last events in their failure sequence.

Emergences in 1797, 1833, and 2007 (Figs. 3C and 3D) are well-enough known to model the locations and magnitudes of slip on the mega-thrust. Tilt of the islands away from the trench implies megathrust ruptures under the islands that extend updip to the west (5, 12). The similarity of emergence values in 1797, 1833, and 2007 to those in earlier centuries suggests that megathrust slip in the earlier episodes was also centered beneath and west of the islands.

At each site, rates of interseismic submergence show little variation from supercycle to supercycle. This implies that the pattern of coupling (locking) on the megathrust defined by 20th-century coral and GPS data (6, 7) has persisted through the interseismic periods of the past several supercycles. The only major exception is Sikici’s flat interseismic curve between ~1600 and 1680. This aberration may imply
that the megathrust beneath Sikici was largely decoupled during those eight decades.

At least two of the three ancient failure sequences began with events that were smaller than their culminating events. Moreover, the megathrust rupture of September 2007 is far smaller than the amount of potential slip that has accumulated since the 1797-1833 couplet (Fig. 4 and fig. S44).

Failure initiation by smaller ruptures and the emergence of individual sites during both these and culminating large events imply either structural or rheological heterogeneity of the megathrust. As stresses approach failure levels, patches that are slightly more prone to failure yield first. The size of these patches may limit slip to less than the full 10 m or so of accumulated potential slip. Years or decades later, when the stronger patches fail, the remaining potential slip on the weaker patches is relieved in concert with slip on the stronger patches (Fig. 4 and fig. S44A). Thus, the culminating large earthquake has a larger magnitude than the initiating large earthquake. Because smaller earthquakes have also preceded some (24, 25), though not all, large modern ruptures elsewhere, this mechanism may commonly apply.

The 700-year record of Sumatran megathrust supercycles implies that the $M_w$ 8.4 earthquake of 2007 was the beginning of an episode of failure of the Mentawai patch. If previous cycles are indicative of the one now in progress, the earthquakes of 2007 will turn out to be smaller than the culminating earthquake of supercycle 4. In fact, the amount of potential slip that was not relieved in September 2007 is enough to generate a $M_w$ 8.8 earthquake.

This event would generate widely distributed strong seismic shaking in western Sumatra and would undoubtedly produce great damage in Padang and neighboring cities and villages. Moreover, models based on the rupture of rectangular sources under the Mentawais yield tsunami with several meters of overland flow depth along the coast at Padang and Bengkulu and 1 km or so of inundation distance (26). These results imply that losses of life and property could equal or exceed those in Aceh province in 2004.

Over the past 700 years, three episodes of emergence lasted variously from a few decades to a little over a century. This past variability precludes a precise empirical forecast of the next great earthquake and tsunami. Nonetheless, to those living in
harm’s way on the coasts of western Sumatra, it should be useful to know that the next great earthquake and tsunami are likely to occur within the next few decades, well within the lifetimes of children and young adults living there now.
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Fig. 1. Recent seismic ruptures of the Sunda megathrust, offshore of Sumatra, delineate highly coupled large (pink, green, and orange) and weakly coupled small (yellow) patches. The September 2007 sequence involved partial rupture of the Mentawai patch, which last broke in 1797 and 1833. B (Bulasat), Sm (Simanganya), and Sk (Sikici) indicate principal paleoseismic sites. Adapted from (1, 3, 5, 12, 15). (Inset) M, S, and J are Myanmar, Singapore, and Java. The red line is the Sunda megathrust.

Fig. 2. Histories of interseismic submergence and coseismic emergence through seven centuries at sites (A) Bulasat, (B) Simanganya, and (C) Sikici. Data constrain solid parts of the curves well (fig. S4); dotted portions are inferred. Emergence values (in centimeters ± 2σ) are red. Interseismic submergence rates (in millimeters per year, ± 2σ) are blue. Millennial emergence rates are black. Vertical dashed white lines mark dates of emergences. Red arrows at bottom highlight the timing of the failure sequence for each supercycle.

Fig. 3. Four emergence episodes of the past seven centuries. Each episode consists of more than one major event. (A and B) Emergence amounts are below the year of emergence (±2σ); colors indicate proposed event correlations. (C) Emergences attributed to the 1797 and 1833 earthquakes are brown and blue, respectively. (D) Uplift values for the 12 to 13 September 2007 sequence are red (GPS) and blue (coral). Contours of uplift in blue and green show the amounts attributable to the $M_w$ 8.4 and $M_w$ 7.9 events, respectively (SOM, including table S1). The 2007 events probably herald the beginning of the next failure sequence.

Fig. 4. Comparison of slip during the 2007 events and remaining potential slip on the Mentawai patch. The long axis is parallel to and through the Mentawai island chain. See SOM, fig. S44, and (12) for more details.
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